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Withdrawal of Qualcomm RFFE filters  
for mobile communication M386  

  

Withdrawn Types Package Size  Substitute Types  Package Size 
B38192A1003T510* - No Substitute - 
B38851A1303T510* - No Substitute - 
B38871A1305T510* - No Substitute - 
B38182A1307T510* - No Substitute - 
B38252A2401T510* - No Substitute - 
B38771W1117W310* - No Substitute - 
B38791W1118W310* - No Substitute - 
B38941W1128W310* - No Substitute - 
B38941W1137W310* - No Substitute - 
B38212W1139W310* - No Substitute - 
B38771W1150W310* - No Substitute - 
B38741W1163W310* - No Substitute - 
B38741W1183W310* - No Substitute - 
B38272W1185W310* - No Substitute - 
B38272A2402T510* - No Substitute - 

Deadline for last orders: August 21, 2021 
Last shipments by: November 21, 2021 
  

  

Contact  
Rahim Malik, RF360 CEL PM  

RF360 Europe GmbH, Munich, Germany  
 

Customers are asked to address inquiries directly to their sales 
contacts.  

 

  

Qualcomm RFFE products are products of Qualcomm Technologies, Inc. and/or 
its subsidiaries.  

  

http://path.qualcomm.com/Mzg1LVRXUy04MDMAAAF9KV9qAuUw1RSVkdP38YJRub7TX50DO00BM7EVNCGs_3DEzuxExBsdLN9b4hgMdWADFmXqKVI=


      

 

 

  

This email was sent by:  
Qualcomm Technologies, Inc.  
5775 Morehouse Drive  
San Diego, CA 92121  
United States of America  
 
©2021 Qualcomm Technologies, Inc. and/or its affiliated companies.  
 
References to "Qualcomm" may mean Qualcomm Incorporated, or subsidiaries or 
business units within the Qualcomm corporate structure, as applicable.  
 
Qualcomm Incorporated includes Qualcomm's licensing business, QTL, and the 
vast majority of its patent portfolio. Qualcomm Technologies, Inc., a wholly-owned 
subsidiary of Qualcomm Incorporated, operates, along with its subsidiaries, 
substantially all of Qualcomm's engineering, research and development functions, 
and substantially all of its products and services businesses. Qualcomm products 
referenced on this page are products of Qualcomm Technologies, Inc. and/or its 
subsidiaries.  
 
Materials that are as of a specific date, including but not limited to press releases, 
presentations, blog posts and webcasts, may have been superseded by 
subsequent events or disclosures.  
 
Nothing in these materials is an offer to sell any of the components or devices 
referenced herein.  
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